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ABSTRACT

The RNA replication and transcription complex of coronaviruses is associated with an elaborate reticulovesicular network (RVN) of modified endoplasmic reticulum. Using cycloheximide and puromycin, we have studied the effect of translation inhibition on the RNA synthesis of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus and mouse hepatitis virus. Both inhibitors prevented the usual exponential increase in viral RNA synthesis, with immunofluorescence and electron microscopy indicating that RVN development came to a standstill. Nevertheless, limited RNA synthesis was supported, implying that continued translation is not an absolute requirement and suggesting a direct link between RVN formation and accumulation of coronavirus proteins.
Coronaviruses have a positive-strand, approximately 30-kb RNA genome of which the 5’ two-thirds encode two large replicase polyproteins (pp1a and pp1ab) that are autoproteolytically cleaved to produce 15 or 16 mature nonstructural proteins (nsps; [13,23,83]). The majority of nsps assemble into the viral replication and transcription complex (RTC), which includes the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (nsp12; [233]). The 3’-proximal part of the coronavirus genome encodes structural and accessory proteins, which are expressed from a nested set of subgenomic mRNAs [78,197,234].

Coronavirus infection induces elaborate membrane structures [104,198,235] that presumably serve as RTC scaffold, a common feature among positive-strand RNA viruses [45,197,199,236-238]. This reticulovesicular membrane network (RVN) is derived from and continuous with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER; [198]), and includes convoluted membranes (CM) and a large number of unusual double-membrane vesicles (DMVs). The exact role in viral RNA synthesis of different RVN subdomains remains to be elucidated. Both viral nsps and double-stranded (ds) RNA are associated with the RVN, but –surprisingly- they barely colocalize: whereas the bulk of viral replicase proteins is CM-associated, dsRNA is mainly found inside DMVs [198].

In this study, we have addressed the relation between coronavirus mRNA translation, RNA synthesis, and RVN development. Previously, the RNA synthesis of mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) was reported to decrease almost instantly after addition of the translation inhibitor cycloheximide (CHX; [239]). It was suggested that the MHV RTC is structurally labile or contains an unstable protein factor. In a severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) in vitro RTC activity assay neither CHX nor the alternative translation inhibitor puromycin (PUR) directly affected RNA synthesis [188]. To explore the impact of translation inhibition in more detail, we have now combined biochemical and cell biological approaches to analyze the effect of CHX and PUR treatment in MHV- and SARS-CoV-infected cells.

The effect of translation inhibition by CHX or PUR was first measured by metabolic labeling of viral RNA synthesis in infected cells, essentially as previously described [240]. MHV-infected 17Clone-1 cells and SARS-CoV-infected Vero-E6 cells were compared, while taking into account the different infection kinetics of these two viruses. For each inhibitor, a dose was chosen that gave complete translation inhibition within 30 minutes after addition to the culture medium, which was verified by metabolic labeling of cellular protein synthesis (Fig. 1A). Cellular transcription was inhibited by using actinomycin D and viral RNA synthesis was measured at different time points after translation inhibition by labeling with [3H]uridine for 1 hour.

SARS-CoV RNA synthesis became measurable at 5 h p.i. and peaked around 9 h p.i. (Fig. 1B). In agreement with previous reports [239], MHV RNA synthesis peaked around 7 h p.i. (Fig. 1C). Addition of CHX or PUR at 4 h p.i. blocked RNA synthesis of both viruses, immediately for SARS-CoV and somewhat more slowly for MHV (Fig. 1B and C), which may reflect stability differences between the RTCs of the two viruses. For both coronaviruses studied here, the inhibitory ef-
Figure 1. Translation inhibition affects the rate of coronavirus RNA synthesis. (A) Translation inhibition by CHX or PUR in Vero-E6 cells (100 μg/ml CHX; 1 mg/ml PUR) and 17Clone-1 cells (100 μg/ml of both inhibitors). Protein synthesis was measured for 30-120 minutes after the simultaneous addition of 35S-labeled methionine/cysteine and inhibitor. (B-E) Time course of SARS-CoV (B, D) and MHV (C, E) RNA synthesis in Vero-E6 and 17Clone-1 cells, respectively, labeled with [3H]uridine for 1 h prior to lysis in the presence or absence (control, ●) of the translation inhibitors CHX (▲; 100 μg/ml) or PUR (■; 1 mg/ml). Labeling was performed as described previously [240] and incorporation was quantified by liquid scintillation counting of aliquots of cell lysates corresponding to ~3,500 cells. Cellular transcription was inhibited by giving 10 μg/ml of actinomycin D 1 h prior to labeling. CHX or PUR was added at 4 h p.i. to SARS-CoV infected Vero-E6 cells (B) or MHV-infected 17Clone-1 cells (C) and viral RNA synthesis was measured each hour for the duration of the experiment. Subsequently, the effect of varying the time point of translation inhibition was studied by treating SARS-CoV-infected Vero-E6 cells with CHX or PUR at 5, 7, or 9 h p.i. (D) and MHV-infected 17Clone-1 cells at 5, 6, or 7 h p.i. (E), after which RNA synthesis was measured for 1 h at the indicated time points. The average of two experiments is shown.
fect of early PUR addition on viral RNA synthesis was similar to that of CHX. However, when
the inhibitors were added at later time points a difference became apparent. In the first hour
of PUR treatment, SARS-CoV RNA synthesis dropped below 20% and subsequently declined
to background levels (Fig. 1D). In the presence of CHX, however, RNA synthesis diminished
rapidly to about 50%, but then decreased only slowly during the hours that followed. For MHV,
the latter trend was observed when using either translation inhibitor (Fig. 1E), thus resulting in
a less pronounced inhibition by CHX treatment than previously reported [239] and in longer
lasting residual viral RNA synthesis. In the case of SARS-CoV, the different inhibition profiles
obtained with CHX and PUR suggest that the effect of the latter drug extends beyond the
dissociation of ribosomes. Whereas CHX essentially ‘freezes’ translating ribosomes on their
mRNA, PUR treatment results in polysome disruption and affects the morphology of the ER
[241], which may hamper RVN formation or function and –consequently– RNA synthesis. Re-
cent studies using the drug brefeldin A, also suggested a direct link between the integrity of
the secretory pathway, RVN formation, and viral RTC activity [167,240]. Although the specific
combination of cell lines and drugs used here may have influenced our analysis to a certain
extent, our data do indicate that a limited level of coronavirus RTC activity can be maintained
for several hours in the absence of de novo protein synthesis.

Next, for both SARS-CoV- and MHV-infected cells, we analyzed the distribution and ac-
cumulation of nonstructural proteins and viral RNA by performing dual immunofluorescence
(IF) microscopy as described previously [198,240]. We employed rabbit antisera recognizing
the trans-membrane replicase subunit nsp4 and a mouse monoclonal antibody labeling
double-stranded RNA, with the latter presumably representing the replicative intermediates
of the viral RNA. Although variable between individual cells, on average the number of small
nsp4- and dsRNA-containing foci present at 4 h p.i. remained essentially the same during
subsequent CHX or PUR treatment, in contrast to the significant proliferation of the signal
observed in untreated control cells (Fig. 2). Still, in SARS-CoV-infected cells the customary de-
velopment of the early, small foci into a perinuclear collection of larger foci was not prevented
by translation inhibition (Fig. 2A). In MHV-infected cells, such a migration to the perinuclear
area did not occur during CHX- or PUR-treatment (Fig. 2B). In addition, when cultures infected
with SARS-CoV or MHV at a multiplicity of infection of 1 were given translation inhibitors
early in infection (4 or 2 h p.i.), the percentage of IF-positive cells essentially remained stable
for the next 3 h (Fig. 2C). In the same time frame (4-7 or 2-5 h p.i., respectively), the number
of positive cells tripled in untreated control cultures infected with SARS-CoV or MHV. In terms
of RVN development, these IF data suggested that translation inhibition leads to a “status
quo”, with complexes formed prior to drug treatment remaining stable and, according to the
metabolic labeling data, able to sustain a modest level of viral RNA synthesis (Fig. 1).

Recently, the morphogenesis and ultrastructure of the SARS-CoV-induced RVN were docu-
mented in detail using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron tomography
[198]. Using TEM, we now compared RVN ultrastructure in SARS-CoV-infected Vero cells fixed
Figure 2. Subcellular localization of nsp4 and dsRNA following translation inhibition. SARS-CoV-infected Vero-E6 cells (A) and MHV-infected 17Clone-1 cells (B) were treated with CHX or PUR from 4 to 7 h p.i. (SARS-CoV) or 2 to 5 h p.i. (MHV). Cells were then fixed and analyzed using dual labeling IF microscopy for nsp4 (red) and dsRNA (green). Nuclei were visualized using Hoechst 33258 staining (blue). Bar represents 25 μm. (C) Microscopic images containing between 300 and 450 cells were analyzed for nsp4 and dsRNA labeling, and scored ‘IF positive’ when either of these was visible. The average and SEM of all cells per sample is shown.
at either 4 or 7 h p.i., including cultures that had been treated with either CHX or PUR from 4 to 7 h p.i. (Fig. 3). Whereas CHX-treated and untreated mock-infected cells were morphologically indistinguishable, PUR-treatment resulted in the previously described strong reduction of polysome numbers and an increase of tubular ER (data not shown; [241]). Between 4 and 7 h p.i., the RVN developed from mostly clusters of individual DMVs into the vesicle packets (VPs) that are typical of the later stages of infection (Fig. 3A-B; [198]). Following CHX or PUR treatment, RVN development was significantly hampered and only rarely did single DMVs transform into the larger VPs (Fig. 3C-D). In line with the IF data presented in Fig. 2, however, translation inhibition did not induce degradation of virus-induced membrane structures, which likely continued to support limited viral RNA synthesis (Fig. 1).

Next, a quantitative DMV analysis was performed by cutting thin EM sections in a plane parallel with the cell monolayer and counting inner vesicles present in DMVs and VPs. As

**Figure 3.** Development of SARS-CoV double-membrane vesicles into vesicle packets is hampered when translation is inhibited. Electron micrographs of SARS-CoV-infected Vero-E6 cells showing (A) normal development of double-membrane vesicles (DMVs) at 4 h p.i. and (B) vesicle packets (VPs) at 7 h p.i. Treatment with CHX (C) or PUR (D) starting at 4 h p.i. prevented the customary development of the virus-induced RVN, resulting in the prolonged presence of DMV clusters and a lack of VPs at 7 h p.i. Bars represent 500 nm.
described previously [240], counting was facilitated by stitching electron micrographs covering a complete slice through the center of the cell into large mosaics each composed of 25 to 100 images. Per condition, 32 cells from three independent experiments were analyzed to calculate the average number of SARS-CoV-induced vesicles per µm² of cytoplasm. Unfortunately, the analysis was hampered by the fact that DMVs are still relatively rare at 4 h p.i. (i.e. cells may be infected but random EM images may not reveal any DMVs; see also Fig. 2). Also the relative asynchronicity of infection between cells in the same culture contributed to significant variation in DMV counts. Still, as documented previously [198], average DMV numbers clearly increased between 4 and 7 h p.i. Upon translation inhibition with either CHX or PUR, this trend was clearly lacking (Fig. 4), suggesting a direct connection between RVN development and the accumulation of coronavirus proteins.

Taken together, our data suggest that the coronavirus RVN-forming membrane alterations, which are likely triggered by the synthesis of increasing amounts of trans-membrane proteins like nsp3, nsp4, and nsp6, contribute to the efficiency of the replicative cycle, rather than being the mere consequence of cellular responses to infection. Our study of RNA synthesis and RVN development early in infection revealed that coronavirus RTCs (i) are stable even when viral protein synthesis is stalled (ii) remain capable of limited but sustained RNA synthesis under these conditions, and (iii) can be active in the absence of RVN expansion, although it is clear that the normal development of replication structures likely contributes to the rapid increase in viral RNA synthesis that is typical of the exponential phase of infection.

![Figure 4. The number of RVN inner vesicles is stable when translation is inhibited.](image)

Figure 4. The number of RVN inner vesicles is stable when translation is inhibited. Thin sections of SARS-CoV-infected Vero-E6 cells were used to count RVN inner vesicles in DMVs or VPs. For this purpose, images covering a complete slice through the center of the cell were stitched into large mosaics to facilitate the analysis. Per condition, 32 cells from three independent experiments were analyzed. The graph shows the average number of inner vesicles per square micrometer of cytoplasm and illustrates how translation inhibition by either CHX or PUR prevented expansion of the number of inner vesicles as it normally occurs between 4 and 7 h p.i. DMVs were never observed in mock-infected cells. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the averages from the three independent experiments.